GPS Bracelet Instructions

**USING THE BRACELET:**

1) **The Power Light:** Normally flashes green. *If the light blinks red and the bracelet vibrates, it needs to be charged.* Attach the charger. When the charger is connected, the bracelet will vibrate and the light will be solid red. When it is done charging, the light will be solid green and it will vibrate again.

2) **The GPS Light:** If it is on constantly, notify Jail Diversion.

3) **The Zone Light:** If you leave your home area when you are not scheduled to, the zone light turns red and it will vibrate.
   - *If you are leaving to go to an authorized, scheduled event:* Call the scheduling line and leave information regarding where you are going, the times involved and which staff member authorized it.
   - *If you are leaving for an appointment you never received a call-back on:* Immediately return home and call the scheduling line and leave a message.
   - *There may be times when you are at home and there is a false zone alert.* You do not need to be worried about these. If it is going off constantly, and you are at home, go outside for 10-15 minutes and it should stop.

4) **All Lights Blinking Red, Bracelet Vibrating:** This means you need to contact the Diversion Office immediately. *Call us immediately @ 266-9093 and leave a message with what phone # we can contact you at.* To reset the alert, press and hold the blue button on the front of the bracelet.

**GENERAL INFORMATION:**

1) **Charge your bracelet 3 times a day.** When you wake up, in the middle of the day and just before you go to sleep. Follow the charging direction listed under “the Power Light”, listed above.

2) **The bracelet can get wet in the shower.** DO NOT put it underwater, such as in a bathtub, swimming pool or hot tub.